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“ Our ancestors left us a legacy of traditions we are proud of.
Our mission is to maintain and develop them as assets of the nation for the future generations “

His Highness Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan,
Father of UAE

X- Architects, Abu Dhabi, UAE.

National Housing

An opportunity for change

Change in the region often comes following headline making announcements. One of the
most significant in recent years has been the government’s ambitious proposal to provide a
total of 50,000 homes for UAE nationals by 2030.
With most of the speculative master planning work in decline, we saw this project as a
unique opportunity to redefine and reflect on the Arab Emirati dwelling and define a new
model for the 21st century. The scheme was also an opportunity to develop typologies that
would more effectively respond to the UAE’s unique cultural, social and environmental context.
Following the discovery of oil in the UAE, there has been a rush to modernise. Most of
this modernisation has been beneficial however the imported western housing typologies
have shifted the once compact community centric ideals to isolated suburban visions. The
benefits of the traditional design were overlooked following the introduction of mechanical
cooling which negated the need for good passive design. The increase in vehicular use was
also a significant catalyst for change, changing the more pedestrian communities to car
centric ones. Whilst older UAE residential examples address many of the requirements of
the Emirati people, the younger generation have needs and expectations that require new
interventions.
In order to escape from a pre-conditioned, nostalgic view that is often applied to projects of
this nature, we decided it would be prudent to carry out some research on previous national
housing projects, conducted in parallel with focused field research. The first of our surveys
looked at the existing housing conditions in the UAE. Individual Emiratis and families were
also welcomed to reflect on their way of life and their aspirations for the future of housing.

ABU DHABI // More than 50,000 homes will be built for Emiratis over the next 20 years, the Abu Dhabi Urban Planning
Council (UPC) said yesterday.
Tens of thousands of Emiratis have applied for government
housing and the waiting list is up to five years long, so the
announcement was warmly welcomed and heralds much
needed relief to a housing crisis that has resulted in spectacular rent increases and forced many people to commute
from cheaper areas, such as Buraimi in Oman.
About 30,000 houses will be constructed in Abu Dhabi and
20,000 in Al Ain at an initial cost of Dh25 billion (US$6.8bn)
in the first three years.
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The findings were informative, and in some cases shocking. For example, it was established that the excessive length of villa boundary walls was equivalent to the distance from
Abu Dhabi to Johannesburg. Our aim was to highlight the negative traits encountered
through our research process and provide clear guidance for us to develop our designs.
The survey provided key guidance on the social condition and related housing problems,
allowing us to build a critical visual library to summarize our findings. From this evidence we
highlighted key areas that could improve street life, community interaction, and the general
well being of the residents. The results helped us provide a detailed programmatic, social
and urban framework.

Historic images of early life in the UAE prior to the rapid oil driven urban expansion within the UAE. The images show a
clear and identifiable community ambience, busy market life, pedestrian centred social life. Shading from trees and buildings allows people to spend more time outdoors. As a consequence they would more frequently socialize.

From a slow and considered growth during the formative years of the
UAE, the urban character was regional and contextual, intimate and
climate responsive. But this slow growth reversed when oil was the discovered in the 1960s. By the early 70s the few small villages expanded
to include over 60,000 home. This growth was rapid and required international know how to develop the proposed large scale residential
developments. In the haste to provide homes, consideration for issues
such as heritage, culture, climate, community and character were neglected. The government’s vision from the infancy of the UAE was to
improve the lives of the people by moving its Coastal fisherman and
Bedouin tribes to a more urban setting. The rapid deviance from the
cultural roots was blamed in part due to the reliance of imported design
models. Most of these consisted of cloned suburban villas that you still
see around the UAE. The once compact shaded, pedestrian friendly
villages built with indigenous materials had become regimented, introverted sprawling housing strips defined by their ability to move from
one mechanically cooled place to another with limited facilities to enhance the regional character

Fareejs
One of the original western influenced suburban models in Saudi Arabia for housing Aramco Oil company workers
Baraha
Sikka

- Responsive to climate

- Fully climate controlled

- Exterior is part of the activity zone

- Isolated exterior that mostly becomes a
residential space

Baraha

Fareejs
Early examples of urban fabric in the UAE, still
present in districts such as Diera, Bastakia,
Al Ain Museum, and various forts around the
Emirates epitomized the evolution of the traditional Arabian courtyard residential typology.
The urban fabric developed over time from sustainable factors that were unique to the UAE.
Buildings were made from locally available materials. These buildings used natural and man
made interventions to make their homes more
liveable.
Examples of traditional arabic housing showing various urban compositions that protect users from the harsh climate

Successful communities usually rank the spaces between more relevant than the spaces and
buildings themselves.

Historical compact regional housing typologies are defined by the dual need for passive protection from the
climate and defined
by m
the balance of privacy and out1300
door community interaction. Built fabric is characterised by shaded landscaped courtyards that act like
cool sinks. Minimal window openings allow sufficient
light and cross-ventilation. Each residential face defines a sikka with variations in elevation contributing
Mosque
to the complexity and richness of the street
character.
Streets allow for social cohesion and conversation.

Present day Emirati housing is usually located on a private
plot enclosed by an imposing bland perimeter wall. Each villa
making up a standard array of duplicate urban plots with villas
set within exposed open garden and limiting privacy between
neighbours. This large garden with little shading accentuates
the heat island effect. Roofs are characterised by oversized
mechanical equipment. Windows are large sealed units with
little internal shade. Homes define no layers of public, or semi
private space. The streetscape through its homogeneity reduces any sense of place and leaves the public realm unusable.
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It is in Hadith (sayings of Prophet Mohamed PBUH) that each person in a community should take care of seven neighbours
around him. This is the basis of concepts of community and neighbourhood in Islam, and the basis for Muslim settlement
formations. In this case large unusable open space hinder this community spirit.

>1000 m

This image epitomized the numerous Emirati neighbourhoods we saw, clearly showing the lack of community buildings,
public parks or communal space. These were car centric communities that relied on personal transport as their primary
means of entry and access. Daily activities such as buying food, supplies and daily prayer required long car journeys and
few chances for families and individuals to feel connected to their neighbourhood.

A backyard strip which serves no visible function. These areas
would be more useful if re-shaped to form landscaped parks,
instead this area is a constricting 2-4m wide and sometimes
up to 1km long. Lack of any designation makes this space an
area for junk to collect. It also provides a potential haven for
criminality.

Potential pedestrian thoroughfares
have no visible places to rest or interact. These spaces were very rarely occupied by residents

Poor positioning of villas allows for
strong direct sunlet to large windows
with no view to outside space. Unsightly
AC units make for noisy streets.

With no visible street furniture, planting or shaded entry
residents have tried introducing their own to create public
seating outside of their plot. In this case where previously
shaded sikkas and benches allowed community interaction,
residents have tried to extend their garden spaces outside
their perimeter walls to evoke this old ambience.

No visible landmarks marks and isolation of the urban islands make it difficult for visitors to differentiate one villa
from another.
300 m

1300 m

Mosque

Under used desert strips between villa
plots become places for broken
furniture and municipal bins

The facade of a present day Emirati
villa has a public face that is hard faced
and closed off.

Exposed dusty transition spaces between villas epitomized by tyre tracks
and bins.

This aerial photo shows how poor planning can makes the
simple task of prayer a difficult one. The resident lives a
considerable walking distance from the mosque which if spread
over a week would total 63km by foot. If visited by car 5 times
a day, 7 days, this adds a total of 624kg CO2 per person per
year covering a staggering yearly distance of 2372km.

A long 300m continuous characterless privacy wall shuts off
one residential community on one side of the street to the
other. Pedestrians have no place to walk or wait so opportunities for pick up and drop off by public transport or taxis
would be limited. Spaces between road and wall are barren
and sandy and too close to traffic to be used for recreation.

KEY CULTURAL CONCERNS FOR LOCALS
How is the relation to the commercial and community facilities?

30 m
good
30%

good
25%

good
29%
no good
35%

50 000 local villas

36 m

good
no good

good
no good

good
65%

no good
75%

Mosques

Schools

The study considered the scenario of 50,000 homes
as individual villas located on unconnected plots and
noticed the resulting built fabric was considerable

Iraq

Gym

Commercial

Is there a need for separate male & female Majlis, entry, etc, in a villa?

Children Playground

How important is the need for future expansion?

Would you use local transport like monorail / tram if sufficient connection is provided?

don’t know
10%
very important
19%
not important
10%

NO
40%
Private
60%

Private
Semi-Private
Common

What is your preference
for your personal garden?

Iran

Kuwait

no good
71%

Common
10%

Semi-Private
30%

good
no goo

good
no good

good
50%

no good
70%

What is your preference for your personal garden?

Through our research we explored the implications of building this many government homes using the allocated plot
size in terms of scale and resources used.

good
no good
50% no good

normal
24%

YES
55%

important
37%

Would you use local transport like
monorail / tram if sufﬁcient connection
is provided?

How important is the need
for future expansion?

Is there a need for separate male
& female Majlis, entry, etc.?

NO
45%

very important
important
nomal
not important
don’t know

yes
no

YES
60%

Bahrain
Qatar

6500 km

Uae
Oman

Saudi Arabia

KEY CULTURAL CONCERNS FOR LOCALS
1. PROGRAM
1.1 No of bedrooms
1.2 Majlis
1.3 Car space

5 bedrooms

2. EXPANDABILITY

Yemen

2 Majlis

2 Car spaces

For the Question: How important
is the need for future expansion?

2.1 Service area
2.2 Bedrooms
2.3 Majlis

Then we looked at what the implications would be if we
combined all the villa boundary walls and the length was
approximately 6500km

When placed in context this would equate to a 2m high wall
the length of the Gulf passing through Iran, Kuwait, Bahrain,
Qatar, UAE, Oman, Yemen and Saudi

4 640 000 m3
CONCRETE

3250 m

80%

2.4 Additional family unit

80% of the UAE citizens
interviewd responded
important or very important.

3. PRIVACY/SECURITY
3.1 Visual privacy for villa from neighbors
3.2 From street
60%
10%

30%
private

semi-private

60% private
30% semi-private
10% common

4.1 Mosque, kindergarten, play area, etc.
65%
25%
yes
yes
mosques schools

30%

60%
60% said yes
yes

common

4. COMMUNITY FACILITIES
ACCESS

818 m

Is there a need for
separate male & female
Majlis, entry, etc, in a villa?

What is your preference for
your personal garden?

50%
20%

yes
yes
yes
gym commercial children
playgound

Is the relation to the
commercial and community
facilities good?
65% good for mosques
25% good for schools
30% good for gym
50% good for commercial
20% good for children playg.

Would you use local transport like monorail / tram
if sufﬁcient connection is
provided?
55%
55% said yes
yes

60 x 60 m footprint

4 320 000 000 AED
Placed in a global context this wall would run the length of
Abu Dhabi to Johannesburg

1 000 000 000 $

If we were to build this wall it would be the equivalent of a
3600 sqm concrete tower 4 times the height of Burj Dubai

The analysis of the Emirati housing questionnaire was critical in evaluating the core principle of users existing and future
needs. The results from the survey gave our team a clearer perspective on the essential elements that define life in the
average Emirati household.
Items such as car usage, number of bedrooms, majlis (including sizes and locations) and levels of security and privacy
all contributed to our refinement of the design parameters. Families stated that villa expansion was an essential item that
should be considered. We also obtained information on essential community facilities the families would expect for their
housing community.

yes
no

PLOT PLOT
SIZE SUMMARY
SIZE SUMMARY

Using the results from the site investigations we studied various plot configurations to see their viability as usable residential building blocks. The conclusion was that urban problems were in the most hindered by the large plot size and set
back regulation imposed by the local authorities.
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SENSITIVITY
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BUILDING
TYPOLOGY

PRIVACY

STREET &
NEIGHBOR.

STREET &
NEIGHBOR.

30 X 36 M 30 X 36 M
1080 sqm 1080 sqm
PEDESTRIAN
ENVIRONMENT

CLIMATIC
SENSITIVITY

PRIVACY

PRIVACY

25 X 25 M 25 X 25 M
625 sqm 625 sqm
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ACCESS

PEDESTRIAN
ENVIRONMENT

BUILDING CLIMATIC
DENSITY
TYPOLOGY SENSITIVITY
DENSITY

COMMUNITY
FACILITIES
ACCESS

PEDESTRIAN
ENVIRONMENT

PEDESTRIAN
ENVIRONMENT

COMMUNITY
FACILITIES
ACCESS

COMMUNITY
FACILITIES
ACCESS

STREET & NEIGHBORHOOD

Plot size and distance between neighbors
Street section and widths

STREET & NEIGHBORHOOD
Plot
size and distance
between PROGRAM
neighbors
PEDESTRIAN
ENVIRONMENT
Street section
and
widths
Active
Walkable
neighborhoods
Dedicated pedestrian areas

PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT
Active Walkable neighborhoods
Dedicated pedestrian areas

PROGRAM
EXPANDABILITY
PROGRAM EXPANDABILITY
30 m

ISOLATED / NO- COMMUNITY
30X 36 M

30 m

ISOLATED / NO- COMMUNITY
30X 36 M

25 m

SENSE OF COMMUNITY
25 X 25 M

25 m

SENSE OF COMMUNITY
25 X 25 M

EXPANDABILITY
EXPANDABILITY
PROGRAM

Existing suburban streets create an insular homestead that only accommodated the needs of individual/single family unit. Larger plots reduce provision
for community space. Landscape of highways.

PROPOSAL
PROPOSAL

Social interaction combined with an active outdoor
life improves well being. By reducing the plot size
and moving recreational space from within the plot
to the public realm these spaces become areas for
young and old to congregate and interact.

Explorations into villa clustering
As part of our explorations we wanted to suggest alternative solutions to arranging residential plots using various clustered compositions. The aim of the exercise was through reduction of the boundary wall we formed the optimum formation to keep a compact and intimate Fareej which gives enough interim open spaces that allow free pedestrian movement and reduce vehicle concentration.
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Inverting villa spatial composition

Urban shift to form social space
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Create neighbourhoods through clustering

New clusters form urban islands

These islands form social communities

